[Study on hepatic-protective effect of "yinzhihuang" granula].
To study hepatic-protective effect of "Yinzhihuang" granula. By D-GalN, CCl4 induced acute hepatic damage model, ALT and AST in serum, pathological degree of hepar adopted as indexes, the potency of "Yinzhihuang" granula was observed and compared with "Yinzhihuang" oral solutions. Mice administrated ig 1-naphthyl-isothiocyanate, with bilirubin in serum used as index, the effect of "Yinzhihuang" granula was observed. 1.8 g/kg, 3.6 g/kg "Yinzhihuang" granula groups could decrease the rising of ALT, AST in mice serum induced by D-GalN.3.6 g/kg "Yinzhihuang" granula group could also improve pathological degree of hepar.1.0 g/kg, 2.0 g/kg "Yinzhihuang" granula groups could decrease the rising of ALT, AST in rats serum induced by CCl(4).2.0 g/kg "Yinzhihuang" granula group could also improve pathological degree of hepar.1.8 g/kg, 3.6 g/kg "Yinzhihuang" granula groups could decrease the rising of bilirubin in mice serum induced by 1-naphthyl-isothiocyanate. "Yinzhihuang" granula had an evident hepatic-protective effect on acute hepatic damage induced by D-GalN or CCl4, and could decrease the rising of bilirubin in mice serum induced by 1-naphthyl-isothiocyanate.